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Still in lockdown but at least the country has started to open up
again and hopefully we will all be back together before the end of
the year.

The online competition is continuing for June. Mark Daly has
graciously agreed to be our guest judge. As usual the theme is ‘Open’
so anything goes. Whatever you have been making in the workshop,
let us have it. We need your support to keep the Chapter alive.
Entries this month should be sent to: brendanrivendell@yahoo.com
on or before the 12th of June. Don't forget to include the category
and something which shows scale. (ruler or a pen)
Another date for your diary is Wednesday June 23rd for the next
Conkers Live online demonstration. The demonstrator for this event
has yet to be announced but I will let you all know later in the
month. For those of you who have not logged in so far it is well
worth it. As the demos go out live on YouTube there is no special
software required, simply click on the link I will send you on the day.

Brendan

As you are probably aware, due to the outbreak of Covid-19 all meetings of
the Dublin Woodturners Chapter have been cancelled until further notice.

Please check both your email and the Chapter website (http://www.dublinwoodturners.com) regularly for updates.

Editor's Comment

Beginners.
The entries here largely confirm that we don’t have real beginners in
our chapter, with entries that anyone would be proud of.
John O’Neill’s recorder in ash is an attractive looking piece. Maybe John
should have submitted a recording of him playing it.

May competition Results: Our guest judge this month was Pat Walsh.

John

O Neill



Michael Quinn’s bowl came with
no description. At a guess, I’d say
it is beech. There is pinkish hue
in it, but that could be the
photos. The plain wood in the
bowl is complemented by the
many colours and varied grains
that make up the inlay on the
rim. The inlays seem to be
framed inside and outside by two
grooves, giving it nice clean
boundaries.

The third piece from Peter Hoare
is called a Miner’s Head. It is not
something I have come across
before, but perhaps anyone

involved in the Spinning Wheel
Chapter Challenge some years
ago may be familiar with it. It
looks like a complex piece of
turning, with many parts that I
would think requires great skill
and attention to detail to make
successfully.

Trying to pick a preference here
is like trying to decide between
beef or salmon for dinner –
sometimes it’s okay to have both.
In that vein, I’m opting for Joint
First Place for Michael Quinn’s
Inlaid rim Bowl and Peter
Hoare’s Miners Head.

Peter Hoare's entry
(right). His completed
spinninh wheel (left).

Michael

Quinn



Experienced.
There were only three entries here. First up was a small bowl in beech from Brendan Kelly. Brendan provided
three pictures that showed every part of the bowl. It has a pleasing looking curve and a wide base for
stability. (nice looking pen too)

Vinnie Whelan’s yew candle holder is a bit
unusual in that the tealight sits on the top rather
that in a metal or glass holder within the wood.
Vinnie has gone for a chunky look that asks to
be handled. It looks to be well finished.

Finally, an entry from Sean Earls with a platter
in Beech that has a central small bowl – I think
the Americans would call this a Dip and Chips
bowl in that the central bowl takes the dip and
the perimeter holds the chips, or in Ireland the
Tayto or Pringles. It was probably a difficult
enough piece to turn and finish due to the
combination of the straight side inside and the
central bowl. Sean has done a good job overall.

First place goes to Brendan Kelly.

Brendan Kelly

Sean Earls

Vinny Whelan



Advanced.
We have six entries here – and what a selection. I’ll take them in the order that pictures were sent to me.
Cecil Barron used a stunning piece of Walnut to make a bowl. Cecil did the wood justice. The piece has a
beautiful shape, a noticeable undercut, and the subtle decoration elements are understated and completely
appropriate to the wood. As one would expect from Cecil, from the pictures, the piece is impeccably finished
– smooth curves and not a tool or sanding mark to be seen.

Joe O’Neill is ready to wrap things up with his string
holder/dispenser. No details were provided about the
wood or the size. A useful and attractive piece.

Michael Fay gave no details about the wood in his
piece. I suppose it could be called a suspended bowl.
It’s a stunning piece, does Michael produce anything

that is ordinary? The elegance and apparent
simplicity of the piece belies the skill and talent
needed to create it. The beautiful clean curve of the
bowl from the very bottom to the rim, the contrast
with the flat slightly wavy edge rim and elegant
contrasting legs. It’s the kind of ability we all aspire
to.

Cecil Barron

Michael Fay

Joe O Neill



John Duff's small bowl with rim that is falling away from the bowl looks like a piece that asks to be picked up
and handled. The wood is not specified, but John does say he got his inspiration from the Conkers demo but
didn't stain it because the wood was too nice. I’d agree with his decision. It is beautifully finished with a subtle
sheen that highlights the wood just right.

John Duff

Brendan Phelans entry this month is
a chalice in Laburnum. It is an
impressive looking piece, looks well
finished and has an unusual 'waisted'
section to the top. I would like to
have see pictures of it from a couple
of other angles.

The last entry was a small lidded box
with finial from Tony Hartney. Again,
no details on the wood. Tony seems
to have done a good job grain

matching, and the colour of the
wood in the finial also matched the
darker colour in the box and lid.

My first place goes to Michael Fay for
his “suspended bowl”. However,
while writing the result, I am also
thinking about Cecil’s bowl. It is a
very close second and perhaps on a
different day, and being in a different
mood my choice may have changed.

Brendan Phelan Tony Hartney



Artistic.
First up here is a stained Sycamore bowl from Brendan Kelly. It’s an unusual shape, and from the photos I
can’t see if the shape is the same on the inside. Brendan says that the Sycamore was badly stained giving it a
dirty appearance so he decided to colour it.

Brendan Phelan presents a
beautifully turned piece and adds
a bit of fun to it with the
inclusion of an “egg”. I’m
struggling to decide what to call
the piece – goblet, vase, pedestal
bowl. Brendan calls it a vase so
we’ll settle on that. Anyway, it
doesn’t really matter what it is
called, it is a piece that no doubt
was an achievement to complete
in one piece and an even bigger
achievement, and an indication of
Brendan’s skill, that the finish
looks flawless.

Cecil Barron has gone Green this
month and has reduced, reused
and recycled – a cutting from one
of his rose bushes. The result is a
remarkably attractive little piece
with a natural symmetry that
enchants.

Brendan Kelly

Brendan Phelan

Cecil Barron



An off-centre bowl from Laburnum crotch is Colum
Murphy’s offering this month. A tough enough piece
to complete, I’d guess, given the irregularity of the
wood. It is well designed, well executed and impeccably
finished, especially given the varying densities and
grain directions that can be encountered in crotch
wood.

John O’Neill says his piece this month is a nod to the
work of Emmet Kane, the wood is ash, he soaked the
wood in water for 24 hours and was hoping for more
distortion as it dried. Black is a difficult colour to
photograph and I don’t think the piece is done justice
here. It is not clear how deep the grooves go or if
there is any shape “within the grooves”. Probably a
piece that needs to be seen in the flesh.

Finally, an impressionist banana from Tony Hartney. I
looked at this for some time trying to figure out why
this banana looks different. I finally figured it out – I’m
sure you will too. The overall shape and colouring has
been captured perfectly, and it looks good enough to
eat, except I will not touch a banana if there is any
black on the skin.

My choice for first place in this category has hovered
between two of the entries. Having slept on it, and
viewed the entries afresh, I have opted for Colum
Murphy’s Laburnum crotch bowl as my choice for first
place.

Pat Walsh

Colum Murphy

John O Neill

Tony Hartney



The Oak by John O Neill.

Anyone living in Kildare should
know that they are in the county
of the oak as Cill Dara means the
church of the oak. In the Irish
language oak is dair or darach,
there are many more dara or
darach in placenames around the
country, an indicator of how
common oak trees were in past
history.

There are two mains types of oak
in Ireland, common oak and
sessile oak, the main difference
between them is that acorns on
the sessile oak do not have stalks
whereas the acorns on the
common oak do. There are over
600 varieties of oak in the world.
The acorn is the fruit of the oak
and enclosed in the safe, tough

shell of each acorn single seed. It
is dependant on birds and other
animals to carry it away to an area
where it can grow into a new oak
tree. The leaf of an oak tree is

A mighty oak at Carton Estate, Maynooth.

A chestnut tree outside the front door at Carton

very distinctive, with its tough
texture, dark green colour and
wavy edge. The leaves on an oak
tree grow in a spiral on the branch.

The oldest oak in Ireland, believed
to be 400 years old, is in Belvoir
Forest Park, Belfast. It has a 9
metre girth at the base (plenty of
bowls waiting to be set free!).
Ireland was once covered in Oak
forests but nearly all were cut
down in 17-19th centuries.
In recent times replanting has
begun, Coolatin wood in Co
Wicklow has been replanted with
10,000 Oak trees. Tomnafinnoge
woods is the last surviving
fragment of the great Oak Woods
of Tinahealy. The oak from these
woods was used to build King’s
College Cambridge, Westminster
Abbey, St Patrick’s Cathedral and
Trinity College Dublin as well as
many of the ships of the British
Navy.

Oak wood is very popular with
woodturners but we have to
compete with carpenters, joiners,



Who were the winners of the
monthly competition ten years ago?

Answers on page 15

Advanced

Experienced

Beginners

Artistic

coopers and all woodworkers as
it is much in demand due to its
quality and great appearance.

Oak is very water resistant and
is the reason why oak is used
for barrels. It has high levels of
tannin, tannic or more correctly
quertannic acid. It is the bark of
the oak that has a higher level
of tannic acid, though it is also
found in the leaves. Most trees
have tannic acid (tannins) but
oak and chestnut generally have
the highest levels.

Tannin reacts with metal and
other substances. When wood is
dry these reactions rarely take
place. Tannin is soluble so wet
wood contains dissolved tannin
which is free to react
particularly with metals. Tools
and metal surfaces will rust if
not cleaned at the end of the
day, WD40 should do the job.

Tannin dissolves into the wine
stored in oak barrels and adds
to the flavour of the wine. On
wood this dissolved tannin
blackens the surface of the
wood over time and can be
restored using oxalic acid
(found in rhubarb leaves). I
haven’t tried it yet!
Tanning leather is a very old
process, tannin was sourced

from the oak bark and other
trees.

The conditions found in bogs,
of highly acidic water, low
temperature and lack of oxygen
results in a natural tanning
action over several thousand
years. This produces the much
sought after bogwood, with
oak, yew and pine being the
most common wood varieties in
Ireland.

Turned wet oak cuts like butter.
When turning drier oak sharp
tools and a light touch are
required as it will tearout like
hell.

If a water based product is used
when finishing oak then the risk
is that tannins will be released
and stain the wood. Oil which
darkens the wood will cover
over the beauty of the wood.

Pure tung or finishing oil leaves
a nice finish on the wood. You
can use shellac based product
on top but need to allow the oil
to dry for at least a week before
applying. Lemon oil allows the
wonderful oak grain patterns to
present themselves.



Over 400 people logged in the see
Kirsty live on Conkers. Kirsty
specialises in artistic decorative
bowls mainly made from local
Scottish Sycamore. Tonight she
shows us some of her techniques.

She started the demo by mounting
a piece of Sycamore, 7 inches by 3,
on to a screw chuck. After
rounding off the edges she
roughly shaped the base of the
bowl before cutting a spigot.
Kirsty has a preference for the pull
scraping cut when shaping the base

of her bowls
About 1/3 down from the top
edge of the bowl she cut a grove
with a small spindle gouge. Using a
length of bicycle brake cable she
burnt a line into the grove. For
good measure she also burnt a

grove along the base of the spigot.
Much to the consternation of
many viewers Kirsty held the cable
with her bare hands. She was
strongly recommended by all to
make wooden handles for each

end, a tip she took on board.
She finished off the base of the
bowl with further shearing pull
cuts and went on to power sand
down to 600 grit with the lathe
running at 500rpm. Kirsty put a lot
of emphasis on the sanding as any
tool marks or imperfections will
show up when the colour is

applied.
After sanding she turned the piece
around and mounted it on the
spigot. She faced off the front of
the bowl and angled the edge

down to the burnt in line 1/3 the
way down the side again using a

pull cut.
She then started hollowing out the
centre of the bowl. Since this was
to be an artistic piece rather than
functional, the hollowed centre
was quite small. To add some extra
design to the bowl she added a
small recess to the edge of the
hollow before going back to the

power sander again, down to 600.
As Kirsty is primarily an artistic
turner she spends most of her
time decorating her bowls. Here



she wanted to show us as many
techniques as possible in the
second half of the demo. First up
was pyrography. She said many
people shy away from pyrography
because they feel they are just not
artistic but you don’t need to be an
artist to burn in some nice simple
designs. She recommends starting
by following and emphasising the
natural grain of the wood. Using
the piece of spalted Sycamore she
just turned she enhanced the
natural spalting with a burnt-in
pattern, following the grain and
letting the wood do the talking.
You can really get some nice

patterns even if you’re not artistic.

As pyrography is quite time
consuming (it can take about 3
hours to burn a full bowl) she
moved on to show us some of her
colouring techniques. Using a
make-up sponge she started with
gold Rub’n’Buf wax applied
straight on to the bare wood in the
centre of the bowl. Once it had
dried in, after a few minutes, she
then buffs it up with a soft tissue.

The more you
buff the better the finish.

After two coats of the wax she
applied some light blue/green
iridescent paint with a wide artists
brush using very light strokes. The
idea here being to allow some of
the base colour come through. The
audience was surprised to see this
as most thought the paint would
not take to the wax. She followed
this with some yellow and gold.
Finishing up with just a hint of

deep blue.
While the bowl
was drying Kirsty
went on to show
us some other
variations on
colouring this time
using a small bowl
which she
prepared earlier.
The centre of the
bowl was
previously finished
with autumn gold
wax but Kirsty
wanted to add
some more to the
top and side of the
bowl where she
had burnt in some

detail. She applied this using a
cotton bud as this gives her great
control, allowing her to produce a
range of tones depending on the
pressure applied

Picking up another half finished
piece Kirsty used a thin artist paint
brush to add some colour detail in
between the pyrography lines. This
she said is her favourite part as
some very interesting effects can
be achieved by layering colours



Many thanks to John O Neill and James Gallagher
for contributing articles to this month's newslettr

I still need articles for the newsletter. With no
meetings or demos it's getting difficult to find

interesting content.

So over the lock down can some of you go on Google
and research a topic of interest to wood turners.

I don't expect the Gettysburg address, just a couple of
paragraphs will do. I need your support.

while allowing the base colour to come through.
Going back to the original bowl which has now dried, Kirsty
added a finishing coat in iridescent blue to the rim. Everyone
was delighted with Kirsty's demonstration as the feedback
was amazing and the last 15 minutes were taken up with
some of the many viewers question.

Many thanks to both Kirsty and Chestnut for another great
evening.



At the beginning of lockdown 2020 my friend,
Shirley, had the bright idea to grow her own
vegetables. Being a very keen gardener she required a
raised bed for this purpose as all existing garden
space had been remodelled with plants, trees and
paving. This makeover had resulted in a pile of grimy
and unsightly decking which was slowly being
reduced as firewood. We picked out the best pieces,
no cracks, splits etc, for the raised bed.
The design is split level, 5’ long, 2’ wide and 18” high
with four corner posts.
I wasn’t too sure about the decking at first but when
it was power washed and scrubbed down there was
an unbelievable transformation.

Firstly, I cut out
the 12 mortises, 4
on each rear post
and 2 on each
front post, before
mounting them on
the lathe to create
a sphere on top
and a curved
chamfer at the
base.
Next up was to
measure the
decking planks
and cut the tenons
to fit.

The two longest sections, the front and the back,
were glued up first. A little persuasion was required
for the back section as the two planks were not as
straight as they first appeared.

A week later all sections were transported from my
workshop to the site for final assembly. First I glued
the two short ends into the corner posts to make the
box. The base is made of four long planks supported
with metal brackets at each end. The outside planks
are screwed up to the main frame front and back
whilst the two inner ones are given extra support
with two short cross laths fixed to all four planks.

Two drainage holes were drilled and plumbed for the
unlikely event of it becoming waterlogged.

The complete inside was then covered in strong
plastic using a staple gun with the top edges tidied up
with duct tape. Incisions were made in the plastic
where the drainage was located.
The split level board, one and a half boards deep,
was then fixed in place. The ends had grooves cut out
to match the adjoining segment.



Chapter Contacts.

It was too late in the year for planting
vegetables so we filled it up with peat moss
and planted it with some flowers until 2021.

It was very satisfying to up cycle the unsightly
decking boards into something practical and
pleasing to look at, in my humble opinion.

It’s now 2021 and I’m looking forward to
some home grown vegetables later in the
season.

James Gallagher



These were the winners of the
monthly competition in June 2011.

Advanced: Cecil Barron

Experienced: Paddy Finn

Beginners: Pat Costigan

Artistic: Cecil Barron

In memory of Harlod Kampff

Harold passed away peacefully in his ninety fourth year
while in the tender care of the staff at Castlebridge
Manor Nursing Home, Wexford on Sunday 23rd May
2021.

Harold was a long time member of the Chapter having
joined with Peter Mulvaney in 1990. He was active on the
committee for many years and helped organise many trips
abroad to demonstrations and exhibitions in England and
Wales.

Harold was a quiet gentleman who never missed a
meeting right up to lockdown. He will be sadly missed.

May he rest in peace.

Harold Kampff




